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Valencia College / Lake Nona
Campus Overview

 Located in Orlando, FL

 Founded in 1967

 Comprised of six regional campuses

 Total enrollment of 60,883 credit seeking 

students

 Lake Nona Campus opened in 2012

 Lake Nona Campus enrollment of 2,452



Obstacles on Smaller Campuses

 Maintaining Consistent Student Usage

 Maximizing Limited Budgets

 Creating Diverse Learning Resources 

Using Limited Staff Resources



In The Beginning
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Why Mobile Tutoring?

 Meet the students where they are

 Build trust between tutors and faculty

 Offer small campuses a less expensive 

alternative to traditional embedded 

tutoring

 Increased writing center usage supported 

by data

 Increase faculty 





“Grammar Therapy” 

In-Class Diagnostic Workshop 

 Designed for composition and dev reading and writing courses

 Help students realize what they don’t know (but think they do)

 Interactive and designed to encourage competition

 Web enhanced to allow students use of their smart devices 



 

The Writing Center @ Lake Nona 
Grammar Therapy Diagnostic Workshop 

Version 2.0 

Directions:  Choose the option that corrects an error in the underlined portion(s).  If no   

error exists, choose “No change is necessary.” 
 

1. Some people Adon’t realize how Bsoldiers lives Cwere endangered during the Gulf War. 

A. dont 

B. soldiers’ 

C. was 

D. No change is necessary.  
 

2. Florida is known for the quality of its oranges but California ships more lemons. 

A. oranges; but 

B. oranges, but 

C. oranges but, 

D. No change is necessary. 
 

3. ABecause Glenda’s violin once Bbelonged to her Cgrandfather; she treasures it.    

A. Because, Glenda’s 

B. belonged, to   

C. grandfather, she 

D. No change is necessary.     
 

4. AAlthough spending your money Bis, of course, Cfun, investing it at a good interest rate 

will pay off more in the future. 

A. Although, spending 

B. is of course, 

C. fun; investing 

D. No change is necessary 

 

Sentence Fragments: Read each paragraph below. If the paragraph contains a fragment,      

circle the letter of that fragment. If the paragraph contains no fragment, select the letter E, 

“No fragment.” 
 

5. Jan is excited about her new job at Disney. AShe’s eager to open her first checking 

account. BSince her old Escort is about to give out, her plan is to save up enough money for a 

new car. CMaking her folks very proud of her. D[No fragment] 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

The Writing Center @ Lake Nona 
 

 

Subject Areas: 
  

 1.   Apostrophes / Possession   
 2.   Coordination  
 3.   Subordination   
 4.   Commas / Subordination   

 5.   Coordination / Subordination (Fragments) 
  

 
 

Grammar Therapy Sessions 
 

Grammar can be tricky. Just like karate or break-dancing, it requires practice.  

Use the above answer key to determine which areas you need the most practice 

in. Come to the Writing Center @ Lake Nona and receive individualized 

tutoring sessions, dedicated to helping you become more confident in the areas 

you feel least comfortable. Don’t lose points on your essays for grammar 

mistakes that could be avoided.  

Grammar Therapists are available in room 230 

Mon. – Thurs.  10am – 6pm and Fri. 10am – 4pm 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Going Online with Kahoot!



Want to Try Kahoot?

Step 1 – Go to Kahoot.it on your mobile device

Step 2 – Enter in Game Pin

Step 3 – Create Username

Step 4 – Use your completed diagnostic to answer questions

Remember – points are determined by how quickly you answer



Going Online with Kahoot!



Going Online with Kahoot!







Faculty are the Key to Success

 Surveys show that the #1 way students hear 

about tutoring is through their professor

 Cultivate relationships with faculty

 Consistent communication:

weekly meetings, daily conversations

 Discussion of learning outcomes and  student 

feedback





The Future of Mobile Tutoring

Breaking into the Library





Success

Increased Usage
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Success

Student Usage

Mobile vs. Non-Mobile Courses 

87%

13%

Mobile Non-Mobile



Cost

Mobile Tutoring

Learning Assistant II - $11.64 per hour 

Grammar Therapy - 1 hour

Rent-a-Tutor - 1 hour per session

5 sessions per semester

6 hours per semester = $69.84

Students Assisted
Grammar Therapy – 20-25 (Full class)

Rent-A-Tutor – 6-10  per session

63 students per semester (avg.)

Avg. cost per student = $1.11

Supplemental Learning (SL)

Learning Assistant II - $11.64 per hour

SL  sessions - 7 hours per week

15 weeks per semester

105 hours per semester = $1,222.20

Students Assisted
SL Session Attendance Varies

3 Student Average week

45 students per semester

Avg. cost per student = $27.16



Faculty Feedback

Grammar Therapy

“Grammar Therapy activity is the perfect way for students to self-evaluate 

strengths and weaknesses in basic grammar and college-level punctuation at 

the beginning of a Composition course. In addition, it lays the foundation for 

relationship-building between students and members of the Writing Center. 

The activity is fun and engaging--two words not often associated with the 

words grammar.”

-Michael Wheaton, Professor of English, Discipline Chair,

“Grammar Therapy is a great way to start the semester. It provides a fun 

approach for students to determine the areas where their writing might suffer. 

By using Kahoot! and offering a prize, students are eager to win, so they take 

the activity seriously. Afterward, they have the opportunity to select handouts 

and worksheets to help them improve their grammar skills. I really can't 

praise this service enough!”

- Shea Faulkner, Professor of English



Faculty Feedback

Rent-a-Tutor
“Kevin Beers' Rent-a-Tutor program does three things very well: 1) it 

improves student learning regarding writing skills directly related to 

course assessments, 2) it builds relationships and trust between students 

and Writing Center staff, and 3) it makes my life easier when I turn class 

periods into teacher-student writing workshops.”

-Michael Wheaton, Professor of English, Discipline Chair

“Rent-A-Tutor is one of the best services offered by our Writing Center. 

Having a tutor in the room for classes when students are working on 

essays is invaluable. Not only is it a help to me to have assistance for 

conferencing with students, but it also helps to establish a relationship 

between the students and the tutors, which makes the students more 

likely to reach out to the tutors outside of the classroom.”

-Shea Faulkner, Professor of English



Faculty Feedback

“Mobile tutoring is brilliant because it 

instills a sense of trust and credibility with 

students so that the next time they are 

struggling with an essay, they actually go to 

the writing center.”

“As many educators know, students do not 

connect with abstractions—they connect 

with people. It’s following this idea which 

has made mobile tutoring and the Grammar 

Therapy sessions so successful in my 

classroom.”

Ryan Tullis, Professor of English



Kevin Beers
kbeers1@valenciacollege.edu

Michael Blackburn
mblackburn4@valenciacollege.edu


